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Abstract. The problem of multialternative r cognition of nonstationary random processes i  consid- 
ered. To describe the classes of the processes, stochastic dynamical models are used. On the basis of 
recursive and differential equations for sufficient statistics, the methods and algorithms of a sequential 
recognition of classes, change detection and estimation of the change moment in the properties of 
random processes are obtained. The methods for the recognition of composite, interval-stationary 
and local-stationary sequences are worked out. The algorithms of current and group classification 
are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the problem of information processing there is a great and important class of tasks, con- 
nected with the recognition of objects and events, detection of changes in properties of processes 
and estimation of change-points. These problems arise in the recognition of dynamical objects, 
technical and medical diagnostics, checking up the quality of products, technological processes 
control. The solution of these problems is based on the choice of mathematical models for the 
description of classes of the stochastic processes, on the elaboration of methods for the optimal 
processing of observable random processes and working out of constructive algorithms for com- 
puters, in order to make an optimal decision either in real time, using current classification in 
the on-line operation, or group classification in the off-line operation. 
A general statement of the problem of the multialternative classification of random processes 
is the following. Suppose that, on a measurable space (~,~') ,  a random process Y~,~ > 0, is 
given with a continuous time Yt = {Yr, 0 < r < t} or with a discrete time Yn = {Yl, Y2, '"  , yn}. 
Let {:~'t}, t > 0, be a nondecreasing family of ~-algebras ~'t = a{y,, s ~ t} and ~" = o'{U..T't} 
in relation to which Y,, s < t is measurable. With respect to the observable process Yt, M 
alternative hypotheses 
g = {hi,h2,... ,hM} (1.1) 
are introduced. If Pm is an a-priori probability of the hypothesis hm, then 
M 
p >0,  pm=l (1.2) 
rn~l  
M probability measures p(m), m = 1, M, are linked with the hypotheses hm and P = ~_,p,.np(m). 
Let Pt, P(m) be restrictions of measures P and P(m) on a- algebras :T't , and let p(At) be a 
probability measure in the space of realizations 
The conditional probabilities of the events P(m){A/.Tt}, conditional densities of the distribution 
of probabilities f(m) { Yt/-~', }, s < t, and ot her conditional probabilistic haracteristics will further 
be denoted by P(A/y~, hm), f (y Jg ,  hm) or P,n(A/y~), f,n(yt/y°). Furthermore, the dependence 
on class hm or on index m everywhere can be both functional and parametric. In the latter case, 
the probabilistic haracteristics depend on the vector of parameters Om . 
The problem of multialternative classification of the observable sample 
= o < < t) (1.3) 
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in the case of a continuous time, or 
y,~ = (yl, y2 , . . . ,  y , )  (1.4) 
in the case of a discrete time rests on breaking the sample space A (respectively ~) into nonin- 
tersecting sets Am (or gt into wn), m -- 1,2,- . .  , M, from the condition of the minimum of the 
error probability 
M 
minPe(t)  ~ min E P(m){w: y~Am(t) ,hm} 
m----1 
for the decision rule 
hk : y~ E Ak. 
A constructive method of building abstract sets Am in the space of realization (or w,n in ~) 
can be obtained by using Bayes decision rules. The observed realization y~ belongs to the class 
hk, for which the a-posteriori probability of class hk is maximal 
hk : P(hk/y °) = max P(hrn/y°). (1.5) 
In the decision rule (1.5), instead of the a-posteriori probability of classes pro(n) = P(hm/y~), 
the likelihood function Lm(n) = I(y~/hm), the logarithm of the likelihood function tm= In Lm, 
the logarithm of the likelihood ratio uij = ~i - gj and other statistics can be used. 
Dynamical methods for the recognition of stochastic processes are based on the use of stochastic 
dynamical models described by differential stochastic equations 
dyt -  Am(w,y,t)dt + B(y,t)dwt, m= l ,M,  (1.6) 
in the case of a continuous time, or recurrent stochastic equations 
n~$ n - -$  y. = A...(y._~, n) + B,~(~;;_~, n) .m(n) ,  m = 1, M, (1.7) 
in the case of a discrete time. Recognition of the processes with a continuous time with the 
use of the models (1.6) for a description of the classes is considered in [3]. In this paper, for a 
description of the classes of stationary processes, autoregression models in the form 
P 
yn=a~ m) + Ea(m)yn_r  +bmvm(n), m= 1,M, (1.8) 
r .~ l 
are used. Parameters of the dynamical models (1.6)-(1.8) are defined in the learning regime by 
classified samples. For this purpose the methods of the least squares, maximum likelihood, Bayes 
or Yule-Walker equations are used. 
2. CURRENT CLASSIFICATION FOR THE RECOGNITION OF 
STOCHASTIC SEQUENCES 
For Markov sequences, described by AR equations (1.8), the transition probability density has 
the form 
[ n-p  a~,n ) - ~a( ,m)~_r 'b  (2.1) hm : fm(YJYn-1) "" Y y~ - , . 
r -~ l  
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In this case the statistics pro(n), Lm(n), lm (n), u 0 (n) satisfy the recurrent equations 
M 
pro(n) = f(m)(yn/y,~'-~)pm(n - 1) /~ f,.n(yn/yn~-__Pl)Pm(n - 1); 
m=l  
Lm(n) = fm(ynly~-t~)Lra(n- 1);
r= l  
P 
uo(n ) = uq(n -  1) -  (Yn-a~ O-  E a~OYn-')2/(2b~)- In b,+ 
r= l  
P 
+ (yn -a(J) - E a(Dy._,)2/(2b~) + lnbj, n= p+ l, . . .  ; 
2 
/(2b2m) - In bm - ( In 27r); 
(2.2) 
vm(v) = Vmfm(Y~)/S(Y~); 
U,(P) = In $.~(y~); 
uO(p ) = In [$i(Y~)/.fj(Y~)]; (2.3) 
where fm(Y~,) is the density function of the initial vector  (Y l ,Y2 , " "  ,Yp) • For the stationary 
processes (1.8) 
s~(y~) (2~)- ,Z~tr (~)  I -~/~ exp{(y~ ' (~) -~ 1 = - ~)  ( r~)  (yi - ~, , ) /2},  (2.4) 
where the covariance matrix rp is defined from Yule-Walker equations. 
The Bayesian decision rule (1.8), minimizing the error probability when using statistics Lm(n), 
~m(n) and uij(n) , takes the form 
hk : pkL~(n) = maxpmLm(n), 
m 
hk: tk(n) + In p~ = m ax[l,~(n) + In pro], 
hk : Ukl(n) + In Pk = mmax[u,~l(n) + In Pm]. (2.5) 
If the a-priori probabilities (1.2) are unknown, then the recurrent equations (2.2) and the decision 
rule (2.5) determine solutions by the maximum likelihood criterion pi = pj. 
Recurrent equations (2.2) and decision rules (1.8) and (2.5) allow to construct algorithms of 
current classification of sequences in the rate of entering its values into the on-line operation. 
These algorithms are realized in the form of programs for computers, including personal comput- 
ers. They allow one to build multichannel conveyer computational structures for the recognition 
of stochastic processes. 
The main characteristic of current classification algorithms is the probability error. Under the 
conditions of full a-priori information, the Bayes probability error is equal to 
P~(n) = 1 - Emmaxpm(n ). (2.6) 
Under the conditions of a-priori uncertainty, the parameters of AR models are estimated by the 
learning sample * (m) Vl,~ ,m = 1,M, and the estimates obtained are used in the algorithms (2.2). In 
the case of two classes hi and hi, the decision rule (2.5) will have the form 
hi: ~( - )  > In (V~/P~), as : ~o( - )  < In (vj/p~) (2.7) 
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on the basis of the adaptive Bayes approach, where uij (n) are the estimates of the logarithm of 
the likelihood ratio, obtained by the given learning sample • (m) For the given learning sample 
b ' l , s  " 
b(r~) the conditional probability error P~ (n) is equal to 1,a  
Ps(n) = piP{uij(n) < In (pj/pi)/hi} + pjP{uij(n) >_ In (pj/pi)/hj}. 
The expected probability error P(s, n) is determined as the mean value P,(n) by all the learning 
samples 
P(s, n) = Eu(s)Ps(n). (2.8) 
Def in i t ion 1. The process y(,-n) will he called recognizable (¢- recognizable) for the set H if 
lirno~ P(m)(n)= O, ( l im P('~)(n) S ¢). 
Def in i t ion 2. The set of processes Y, will be called recognizable (¢- recognizable) if 
lirn P~(n) = O, ( l im P~(n) g ¢). 
Evidently, the necessary conditions of recognizability are 
lim P~(n)=O .: b- lim pro(n)=1 ( inP ,~-  measure). (2.9) 
r l ---* (X) r l  "i+ OO 
The conditional probability error Ps(n) in the case of (1.8) is determined by the distribution 
function of the conditional statistic ~(n) ,  ~, = i,j. 
= - - - [~.~(b~b~) ~.~ (2 .10)  ~. (n )  ~(n  1) ( lnQ~) /2  ' ^^'  -~ ' ^ v'  -~ - z~(bb ) z~A/2- 
, ^"~, -1  , ^"~! -1  1,  ^7,  1 ('~j'~)-l]b~,vt,(n) ' [zvi(bibi) -- 
where 
Q =lk~l I/ I~fi; I, 
zij =(aio-'aJo)'-I-(Ci 8 v"h-P (a~i),aT), •- -  j ,  ~n-1 ,  C i  = "" ,a ( i ) ) .  
As Ci = Cj, bi = bj , the statistics (2.10) has normal distribution. As Ci = Cj, ~,,(n) has 
asymptotically normal distribution according to the central imit theorem. In the general case 
it is necessary to use the central imit theorem for dependent variables ~(n)  ~ g[~(n) ,  d~(n)] 
and 
P,(n) = Pi@ [ ln (p~lp,) - a,(,,))l(8(n))-xi2J + (2.11) 
+p j~ [-- In (Pj/Pi) + ~nj(n))/(dj(n))-ll2] . 
In order to obtain the expected probability error (2.8) it is necessary to average the conditional 
probability error over the distribution of parameter estimates. It is difficult to solve this problem 
analytically, though it is not at all difficult to obtain the estimate of the expected probability 
error by virtue of expression (2.11) and numerical methods, based on statistical tests. 
The asymptotical value ~ of the expected probability error P(s, n), as n ~ c~, is determined 
by the length of the learning sample s. 
For 
h,~ : Yn = An + o'v (m), 
we obtain 
A.~=f iy (m) ls ,  m= 1,2 
e= l im P(s,n)= 2O [-(A1- A-2)V~] o [(AI ~2-A~)v/~ ] 
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3. SEQUENTIAL RECOGNITION, CHANGE DETECTION AND ESTIMATION 
OF THE CHANGE-POINTS IN THE PROPERTIES OF RANDOM SEQUENCES 
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Consider several approaches to the description of nonstationary processes on the basis of sta- 
tionary models (1.8)• We shall obtain random processes with a varying structure, when in the 
process (1.8) transitions from one class hi to another one hj are possible. 
Definition 3. By a composite random sequence (Yn, vn) we shall mean a sequence, described 
by transition densities of probabilities of the observations Yn
A 
f#(Yn/Yn-1) f(yn/Yn-l,u,,-1 = i, un =j) ,  i , j  = 1, M, (3.1) 
with the density of distribution of probabilities at the initial time moments 
f.,(yo) ="/(yo, = m), 
and with conditional transition probabilities of the Markov chain vn 
qij(n, yn-1) =" P{u, =j/vn-1 = i, yn-1}, i, j = 1,M, (3.2) 
controlling transitions from one class to another• 
In a general case the transition probabilities qij(n, yn-1) (2.13) depend on the previous values 
of the process Yn and determine a change of classes with dependent transitions. If the transition 
probabilities do not depend on the previous values of the process Yn, i.e. 
qij(n) P{un = j /u , - i  = i}, (3.3) 
then we have composite sequences with independent transitions. In the case of simple transitions 
qq(n) =" P{un = j}, (3.4) 
the process of change of the classes forms independent random values. A particular case of a 
sequences with independent transitions among classes is 
I1, i - - j  } 
qij(n) = O, i ~ j '  (3.5) 
which corresponds to uniform observations. 
Another practically important case of a nonstationary sequence is a sequence consisting of a 
finite number of segments of stationary realizations of different classes. On each such a segment 
the sequence is described by the stationary model (1.8). 
Definition 4. We shall call the random process yn,O <_ n < N, piecewise- stationary if its 
transition density of the probability distribution is piecewise-constant d has the form 
'*-" n f,~(yn/y~'-~), )= 
fro. (YnlY2-_~), 
0<n<Q 
t l  < n < t~ 
tu-x < n < tu, 
(3.6) 
where rni takes the values from the set 'i'] M. 
For the transition probabilities fm,(YnlY~-'~) the stationary state conditions of the processes 
corresponding to them are satisfied, the number of abrupt changes i  equal to p - 1, p << N and 
ti - ti-1 > T, i = 1, M. The choice of T provides the given length of stationary segments. 
The composite (3.1)-(3.4) and piecewise-stationary (3.6) sequences have connected transitions 
if the transition density of the probabilities (3.1) and (3.6) depends on the values of the process in 
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the previous class and they have unconnected transitions if the transition density of the probability 
(3.1) and (3.6) does not depend on the values of the process in the previuos class during a 
transition process from one class hi to another hj. 
The problem of a sequential multialternative discriminant analysis consists in: 
- sequential recognition of states, 
- detection of changes in the states, 
- estimation of change-points (point and interval). 
In the case of the composite sequences (3.1), (3.2) with dependent transitions, the a-posteriori 
probability pro(n) is determined by the tecurrent equation 
M 
qim(n, Yn-1)flrn(yn/Yn-1)Pi( n - -  1) 
p~(n) = i=1 (3.7) 
M M 
E Z qij(n, Yn-1)fij(Yn/Yn-1)Pi(n - 1) 
j= l  i=1 
For the uniform sequences (3.5) the equation (3.3) coincides with (2.2) for pro(n). On the basis 
of the decision rule (1.5), with the use of statistic (3.3), we obtain current classification while 
recognizing the composite processes (3.1) , (3.2). 
A sequential multialternative classification for the recognition of stochastic processes i  based 
on the current calculation of the a- posteriori probabilities of the classes pro(n) and on the 
comparison with the given threshold 6 . 
A decision about the presence of the class hk, in accordance with the Bayes sequential analysis, 
is made at the moment rk(6), when at least one of the statistics pro(n), (m = 1,2,.-.  M) reaches 
the given reliability level 6, (0, 5 < 6 < 1). 
rk(6) = min{n : n > r~_l(6),3m,pm(n) >__ 6}. (3.s) 
At the moment rk(6) a decision is made about the presence of the state h(k) according to the 
rule 
h(k): ph(k)(rk(6)) = maxpm(rk(6)). (3.9) 
grt 
At the moment rk(6), after decision making, the number of the state h(k) is stored, pro(n) 
is equated to the a-priori probabilities pm and the algorithm of a sequential multialternative 
recognition is repeated for the following observations with the help of formulas (2.2), (3.7), (3.8), 
(3.9). 
For composite and piecewise-stationary sequences a decision on a next p - th change in the 
state is made at that moment rk(6), in which the state h(k) = hj is accepted, different from 
the state h(k -  1) = hi accepted at the moment rk-l(6). Two moments g(6) = rk-l(6) and 
g(6) -- %(6) define the interval estimate [g(6), roJ(6)] of the p-th change moment ;  in the state. 
The point estimation t'p is determined by the maximum of the a-posteriori probability pi(n) at 
the interval [g(6), r0s(6)] 
tp : pi({p) = max pi(n). (3.10) 
Let us analyse the properties of the algorithm of sequential recognition described in Krutowski 
A. and Shpilewski E. [2]. 
THEOREM 1. The Bayes probability error Pe satisfies the inequality 
Pe<l -&  
PROOF. Since at the moment vk(6) of decision making the inequality max pm(rt(6)) > 6 takes 
place, 
P, = 1 - E[max pm(rk(6))] < 1 - & 
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The theorem is proved. 
Let us investigate how the a-posteriori probability pro(n) behaves itself in the average, if the 
observable process belongs to the class hm. By Em we shall denote the conditional mathematical 
expectation assuming that we observe the process from the class hm. By hm we shall denote the 
- -  n - -p  
hypothesis meaning that the observed process does not belong to the class hm. By fm(Yk /Y , _ l )  
we shall mark its transition probability density. Then 
Em[pm(n)lYln_l] = 
oo  
p. , (n -  1)/~(v/v~:~)dv = 
pro(n -  1)frn(y./y2-Pl) + (1 pm(n "-P - - I ) ) fm(Y . /Y . _ I )  
- -00  
where 
= 1 - (1 -pm(n  - 1))gm,.(p,,~(n- 1)), (3.11) 
f,,,l.,dy 
g~'"(~) = z /~ + (1 - ~) f~ 
--OO 
Lemma 1. The function g,n,n(x) is continuous in the interval [0,1]. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that the integrand is majorized by an integrable function, independent 
of  X . 
Let z E [0, 0.5] , then 
If, however, z fi [0.5, 1] , then 
Ijm 
x fro + (1 - x ) ]~ < 2]~.  
Consequently 
/m].~ 
xf. ,  +(1  - x)]m -< 2 max (fro, f,,~). 
The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2. The function gm,.(x) is concave in the interval [0,1]. 
PROOF. Let 0 < 6 < 0, 5. Twice formally differentiating the function gm,n(z) , we get 
oo  
/ 2 f , , fm( f ,n  - ira) 2 d- 
- -00  
The validity of this equality in the interval x E [6, 1 - 6] follows from the existence, uniformly 
on z, of a bounded integrable second derivative of the function fm.f,-n/(zf, n + (1 - x)fm). 
In fact, 
fm/m( fm -- ira) 2 1 frn/m 1 "f,n 
Note that the formula 
oo  
g~,n(x) = -- / fmfm(frn -- fro) d- 
- -O0 
is proved analogously. 
t/ It is evident that in the interval [6, 1-6] the inequality g,,~,.(z) > 0 holds, hence in this interval 
the function g,,~,.(z) is concave. Since in the interval [0,I] the function go,,.(z) is continuous and 
6 may be arbitrary small the function gm,n(z) is concave at the interval [0,i]. The lemma is 
proved. 
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Taking into consideration lemmas 1 and 2 and the obvious equalities 
grn,n(O) = gm,n(l) = 1, 
from relation (3.11), we get 
E, [pm(n) /gm, . ]  > pro( .  - 1), 
i.e., we have proved the following: 
THEOREM 2. The sequence pro(n), under the condition of observing the process from the class 
hi, is a submartlngale. 
A definite interest presents an estimation of the mathematical expectation of the moment of 
reaching the given level by statistics pro(n). 
A numerical method for recurrent estimation can be proposed. From (3.11) it follows that 
= . . . . .  
E fm(V/U . " :DPm("  - 1) 
rn=l  
Assuming here pro(0) -- Pro, we get the sequence {Em[pm(n)/yl_l]} which allows us to estimate 
the average number of observations, necessary to achieve the given level. 
4. THE GROUP CLASSIFICATION FOR THE RECOGNITION OF 
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
The sequences or time series, described by stationary AR models, are recognizable, i.e. the 
probability error of recognition tends to zero. In the recognition of nonstationary time series, 
as well as in the recognition under uncertainty conditions, the probability error does not tend 
to zero. One of the approaches to increase reliability is based on the use of group classification 
of nonstationary processes of piecewise-stationary type (3.6) or locally-stationary ones. The 
locally-stationary processes have such a property that segments of these processes, analysed at 
small intervals of length N, can be considered with high reliability as realizations of stationary 
processes. The approach considered is reduced to partitioning a locally-stationary process into 
subclasses of stationary sequences and to describing each subclass by a stationary AR model. 
This approach is also used for the recognition of nonstationary processes, which are a mixture 
of a finite number of stationary processes, each of which is described by an AR model. The 
method, based on building subclasses, allows to obtain a constructive description of the classes of 
nonstationary processes and to construct the decision rules for group classifiers. For this approach 
the number of classes increases essentially and there arises a necessity of recognizing the segments 
of a realization of a definite length. The use for recurrent classification of the recurrent equations 
(2.2) as well as the use of the expressions, obtained on their basis, for sufficient statistics is 
time-consuming and inappropriate. 
From (2.2), (2.4) we obtain the expression for the logarithm of the likelihood function of the 
realization y~ of length 
1 Mv(m ) ~ M( ~)_ ern = -N  In bm+ ~ In [ [ _ (~) ,  m)(~ 
1 N p 
2b~ E (Yn - Ea(m)Yp-r)  2, (4.1) 
n=p+l  r= l  
where 
Mp(m) -1  2 = Fm bin, 9n = Y,~ -/~,~. 
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Both the expression (4.1) and the recurrent equation (2.2) for tin(n) require pointwise rendering 
of the observable realization along all the models of the classes. For the algorithms of group 
classification, transform (4.1) into the form 
1 M(m) ~ m)(9~)_ £m(n) = -N  In bm + ~ In I I -  (~)M~( 
1 
- - -  (y;; )(y~ )Am,  
2b~ ~" ~ -"-P -"-P ' n=p+l 
(4.2) 
where the vector Am is equal to 
Aim _-- (--a(m), a (m) _a~m),l). 
- -  p - l , ' ' "  , 
Express the quadratic form 
in the form 
Qm = A2SpAm. 
The matrix Sp is defined with the help of the methods, stated in [1]. 
N 
Denoting the matrix ~ (9'~-v)(9~-v)' by R v , we obtain for (4.2) the expression 
n=p+l 
tm=-N lnbm+~ln  [Mv l -  A~GvAm, (4.3) 
where 
Gp = sp + R~. 
The elements of the matrix Gp = {gij) of size [p + 1, p + 1] are equal to 
N-p 
gij = E Yn+i-lYn+j-1. 
n=p+3-i-j 
For practical use of the statistic (20), to classify segments of realizations of length N of refer- 
ences, the determinant IMp I may be expressed by the parameters of the AR model [1]. 
For the use of statistics (4.3) in the algorithms of group classification it is worthwhile picking 
out the mathematical expectation #m. Substituting 9, = y, - #m , we get 
gij = 
N-p 
~_, (~ , ,+ , -1  - ~ 'm)(~, ,+~- I  - -  ~ . , )  = 
n=p+3-i-j 
N-p N-p 
2 
n=p+3-i-j n=p+3-i-j 
Introducing the matrices 791 = {d, 1}, T~ = {d~j }, 793 = {d/aj ) with the elements 
N-p 
dl.. = '2 E Yn+i-lYn+j-1, 
n=p+3-i-j 
N-p 
e,5 = ~_, (y°+,-1 + y.+~-l), 
n=pT3-i-j 
d,5 = N - 2(v + 1) + i + j, (4.4) 
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we obtain the final expression for the statistic (4.5) 
1 
g~ = -n  In bm "-I- -~ In [ Mn [ - 
1 
{A 'mVlAm + pmA~T~A,~ + #~A~mD3Am}. 
2b~ 
(4.5) 
It is convenient to use the statistic gm given by (4.5) for the group classification of a realization 
for a great number of classes. After calculating em it is easy to determine the statistics : the 
likelihood function, the logarithm of the likelihood function are equal to 
Lm =exp{gm}, uij =e i -g j ,  
the a-posteriori probabil ity of the class is equal to 
Pm Lm 
pro(N) -  M 
pmL,~ 
rn=l  
A decision is made on the basis of decision rule (2.5). The use of expression (2.6) allows to 
essentially decrease computer time. The matrices :D1, :D2, :D3 in expression (4.5) are symmetric. 
The elements of the main diagonal and those parallel to it may be calculated recursively : 
d 1 - dl.. i+l.j+l - ,3 -{" Yp+l- jYp+l- i  "q- YN-p+iYN-p+j,  
di2+ld+l = di~ + yp+l- jyp+l- i  - YN-p+i -- Yn-p+j. 
The algorithms of current, sequential and group classification worked out for the recognition 
of time series are practically realized in the form of a program package in FORTRAN. 
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